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Home Moves
S’cool Moves for Everyone!

Academic/Behavior Link
• sitting upright in chair
• balance while sitting
• writing skills
• focus and listening

Dear Family,

Today in class, we practiced Cocoons and Belly Stretches. 
These activities help develop my postural muscles so I can 
sit easier at my desk, focus, write well, and have better 
rhythm!

Where in the body is the ability to focus? Did 
you know that the stronger the stomach and back 
muscles are, the more easily children can focus in 
class?

Babies need to go through all the patterns pictured 
on this page, before learning to sit, crawl, or walk.

Babies should not be encouraged to sit-up or walk 
before they do it on their own. Encouraging babies 
to sit by propping them up may actually delay their 
development. Holding babies up by the arms and 
encouraging walking before crawling may interrupt 
the development of their vision skills, postural 
strength, and even the integration of the two 
hemispheres of the brain! Wow!

When babies or children are upset, holding them in 
the Cocoon position helps calm them.

If you know someone who is going to have a 
baby by C-Section or has had a premature baby, 
encourage the parents to begin infant massage. 
Infant massage is great for all babies! 

Turning off TV and computers makes more time 
for play. The more you play, the stronger your core 
postural muscles become. You’ll be better at sports 
and school! Research has proven that children who 
watch a lot of TV have shorter attention spans.

With arms crossed, 
holding shoulders, and 
knees bent, curl into the 
tightest little ball you can 
make. Hold it there for...
how long can you hold 
it? 

Look at these three 
pictures and see if you 
can do these movements. 
Watch your baby brother 
or sister. Can he or she?

Cocoons &
Belly Stretches

Basic Extension

Butterfly Extension

Boat Extension

 For more information about S’cool Moves and links to other great sites: www.schoolmoves.com




